Warrook Farm Tour
This unique hands-on farm tour has been delighting
generations of visitors for decades. A perfect mix of ‘hands on’
and demonstrations of farming techniques staged against a
background of true Aussie bush and historical farm buildings.
Daily farm tours are conducted at 11 am in the morning and
1 pm in the afternoon. Other tour times can be negotiated but
minimum numbers apply to these tours.

Billy Tea and Damper - an

optional farm tour extra! Visitors can
add a real Aussie flavour to their farm
tour! Genuine billy tea and traditional
damper over the open fire can be
included! This unique experience
must be pre-booked 24 hours in
advance.

Take a ‘hop on, hop off ’
scenic wagon ride through the

Feed baby friesian calves

Get up close with Billy, the
gentle friesian bull. Give him a

Learn how to milk a cow and
try your skill at getting the milk

Try your hand at cracking a
whip in the great outdoors.

Meet the working farm dog,

The sound of a whip cracking is made
when the whip flicks back so fast that
it breaks the sound barrier!

a real Australian Kelpie, and watch
how fast he can round up sheep! A
fully trained working dog runs very
fast and can do the work of three men
rounding up the sheep for the farmer.

Take a bird’s eye view in the
historic shearing shed built in

See the fleece thrown onto
the sorting table, learn how wool

Australian bush with your Aussie
Farmer Guide. You are surrounded by
historic farm buildings, wildlife and
wonderful eucalypt and pepper trees.

pat and pose for a ‘farm barn’ photo
opportunity!

1887. Learn all about the shearing
process and watch sheep being shorn.
A shearer can shear between 150-200
sheep per day, earning around $2.80
per sheep shorn.

with bottled milk in the historic
Warrook dairy. Watch as they jostle
for attention and suck milk from the
bottle.

to actually go into the bucket. Sit on
a stool and learn the correct milking
technique from the Farmer Guide.

is graded and the difference between
Merino and crossbred sheep. Rub the
wool and feel the soothing effects of
natural lanoline on your hands.

